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Lorna, Group Scout Leader 

Welcome back to your new term!  I hope you have all had a fantastic summer.  At time of writing I 

am just back from Blair Atholl International Scout Camp where over 1000 young people and adults 

enjoyed two weeks camping together and taking part in loads of activities, cooking and camping 

together.  The 40th were well represented with 9 of our Explorers who were in the four Dunferm-

line District Patrols.  We also had no less than 17 of our Leaders and Active Support team on staff, 

helping the camp provide the wide range of activities and taking on other support roles.  Read 

more about the event in the coming pages. 

We are also now less than a year away from the next World Scout Jamboree and we will be sharing 

more information about our journey as it happens, the next big event for this will be in September when all the 

Scottish Units & International Support Team members will be at Fordell for the weekend.  We hope to have badges 

and other merchandise for you to purchase soon.  

We are busy planning our Group Camp, the first for a number of years, it will see the official end of our birthday 

celebrations, somewhat extended owing to the ‘bug’.  Speaking of the bug, please do not attend any meetings if 

you are feeling unwell or have had a positive test.  We will still be encouraging handwashing, use of sanitiser etc. 

and if anyone still feels the need to wear a mask, then not a problem.   

I hope to see you all in the coming weeks and look forward to hearing what you all got up to over the summer. 

Thanks as always for everyone’s continued support! 

NOTE TO ALL PARENTS 

You are welcome to enter the hall at the beginning and end of the meetings to collect your child/children 

If you wish to remain outside it would be hugely helpful if you could get out of your car so we can ensure that 

our members are collected by a responsible adult at the end of our meetings.  Especially as we re enter the 

darker nights.  Our Leaders remain responsible for your child/children  until back under your supervision.     

We know that Scouts and Explorers are more independent however we would prefer that a parent collects  

rather than allow a solo walk home.   There have been incidents in Touch historically (thankfully not involving      

anyone from the group) that cause sufficient concern for us to take these measures.   

Thank you for your cooperation and understanding. 

If you have done something amazing during your meeting, at a camp or taking part in another 

activity them tell us all about it!  Put your story in the box in the office and see your words in the 

next newsletter. 



Braemar Drey 

Squirrels, Squirrels, shake your little  tails!! 

Can’t believe we only started in March, and yet since then we have done so much and have had tons of fun! 

The spring/summer term we have explored nature.  Ranging from planting seeds, making butterfly feeders, looking 

at animal habitats, nature pictures and scavenger hunts. 

We even managed to do the Squirrels first ever JOTT at Townhill Loch with 13 Squirrels completing it, and having 

family, friends and dogs joining in.  

We also celebrated the Queens Platinum Jubilee with a Jubilee party. 

We have invested a total of 19 Squirrels since we started and awarded a whopping total of 78 badges already!! 

Good job Squirrels!! 

The term ended with a lovely teddy bears picnic. 

We look forward to start the new School year and can’t wait to meet 

some more new Squirrels and will be sending some older Squirrels 

onto Beavers soon.  We will miss them so much though!!  

Special thanks to our Young Leaders & to Owen for helping us this 

term 

 



Arran Pack 
Lots of outdoor activities for Arran Pack last term!                                                                                                                                   

We started back after Easter with a visit to Fordell where the Cubs honed their archery skills or tried to knock each 

other over in sumo suits. We had two visits to Fordell broken by a week at Fife Cycle Park where the Cubs worked 

towards their Cyclist badge.                                                                                                                                                                             

At the start of the second Fordell visit, Lorna awarded Callum Fraser his Chief Scout’s Silver Award, the highest award 

achievable in Cubs.                                                                                                                                                                                                

 

The following weekend the Cubs (and some parents!) took part in this year’s JOTT 

(Jamboree on The Trail) as we walked all the way round Loch Ore. It was beautiful day for 

the walk and some of the Cubs stopped off at the café for a well-deserved ice-cream at the 

end! Carrying on the outdoor theme we had a weekend camp at Nine Acres camp site at Crook of Devon. There were 

lots of activities for the Cubs over the weekend including making tie-dye t-shirts, walking to our Powmill bothy and 

getting wet in the river!!           

On the 2nd June some of our Cubs took part in the Jubilee Celebrations at   Fordell where there was a range of        

activities, including making 

smores and a camp fire.  

We were back in the hall 

for a couple of weeks while 

the cubs worked towards 

their Artist badge and we 

finished the term  back out-

doors with a litter pick as 

part of the Environmental 

Conservation badge.                     

Unfortunately we had to  cancel the usual 

end of term BBQ at Aberdour Silver Sands 

due to inclement weather but the good 

news is we’re  hoping to have one at the 

start of the new term!                                                        

                                                                  Paul 



Arran Pack,  contd…. 
Cub Camp 27th—29th May 2022 

I liked learning tie dyeing and having a new tee shirt, I  liked the hotdogs 

and supper.  I killed the campfire singing and learning to make a fire.  I liked 

making a packed lunch and hiking to Powmill.  The thing I liked most was 

playing in the pond.  The only thing I disliked was the cold. 

Eilidh  

East Region Training Weekend 

Our 9 explorers together with their patrols joined with all 18 patrols from across East Region at Douglas Wood near 

Dundee for a final training session ahead of attending Blair Atholl Jamborette.  The sun shone an there was a      

mixture of training and games with a campfire and some final words of 

wisdom from the leaders present. 



Hudson Beaver 

Colony 

40th Fife Friends & Family 

www.40thfifescouts.org.uk 

We’ve tried loads of exciting activities at the Hudson Beavers this term, including plenty that we’ve never done before! 
 

We kicked off the term with Velcro pioneering, working towards our builders 
badges. At camps, the Scouts and Explorers build lots of structures out of 
strong wooden poles using all of the knots that they’ve practised. We started 
working on these skills, but swapped out the knot tying for using Velcro 
straps. We built poles the length of the room, makeshift tents, and even    
catapults. 

We headed outside later in the term to try slack-lining, working on our ad-
venture challenge badge.  

For those not familiar with this, it’s very similar to tightrope walking, but with 
a slightly wider surface to walk along. Professional slack-liners can do tricks 
like cartwheels and spins, but we aimed for not falling off this time! We also 

tried some other circus skills on 
the ground, with spinning plates, 
juggling balls, and spinning tooth-
brushes. 

We rounded off the term with a 
Jubilee celebration, working to-
wards our cooks badge. After 
getting some kitchen safety and 
hygiene out of the way, we baked 
fruit scones and served them with 

jam and whipped cream, prepared apple doughnuts with loads of yoghurt and 
dried fruit, mixed up some rice crispy cakes, whipped up iced cupcakes, and filled sandwiches. Our parents/carers came 
along to sample our creations, join in some games, and enjoy the festivities. 

We’ve had a varied and exciting end 
to the year, and have loads in store 
for the new term!  

 

Owen 



CONGRATULATIONS! 

Arran, Asst Scout Leader 

5 years service award 

Callum, Arran Pack  

Silver Chief Scouts Award 

Jamboree On The Trail is an annual day for the World Scout 
Movement to hike together. All Scouts, whatever their age and 
wherever they may be in the world, are invited to participate in 
whatever way they can.  This year saw both cub packs and our 
squirrels taking part.  Arran pack walked round Loch Ore and 
Skye Pack and Squirrels walked at Townhill Loch & woods 

Logan, Explorer Unit 

Bronze DofE 

Matthew, Explorer Unit 

Young Leader Belt 

MASSIVE congratulations to our Scout 

Patrol, Connor, Joshua, Aiden, Evie,  

Ruby & Christina who won the Gibb  

Bugle District Camping Competition.  

This is the 4th year in a row that we 

have been winners!!                               

Big shout out to the scout leaders for all 

the preparation and extra training given 

to the team. 



Blair Atholl International               

Jamborette 2022 

The 38th Blair Atholl Jamborette took place on Target Park, adjacent to Blair Atholl Castle, 

over two weeks in July.  The Staff arrived on 16th to start prepping the marquees, decorating 

and all the other activities that would be offered during the camp.  The Scottish Scouts      

arrived on the 18th followed by the International Patrols on the 19th.  There were Scouts 

and Leaders from USA, Canada, Austria, Netherlands, Japan, Sweden, Spain, Germany,      

Namibia, Northern Ireland, Iceland, Gibraltar, Norway and of course Scotland.  The Scottish 

Scouts, having set up the patrol areas already, host an overseas patrol for the duration, 

providing tents, cooking equipment etc.  It is (as far as we know) the only camp of it’s kind 

anywhere in the world.  The Scouts are divided into six Subcamps, Macdonald, Robertson, 

Morrison, MacLean, Murray & Stewart, each having their own unique themes which this year 

were Pixar, Laboratory, Safari, Disco, Mystery & Lego respectively.  Our Explorers were pre-

sent on the four M’s together with others from Dunfermline District, and they all managed to 

achieve to coveted badge of the White Cockade! 

I was part of the East 8 Patrol who were on Macdonald Subcamp and we were paired up 
with the Scottish Patrol Forth 2 and Overseas Patrol from Canada.  My favourite part of 
Blair Atholl 2022 was the ceilidh, it was so good for making friends and teaching other           
nationalities how to Scottish country dance.  One of my best memories of camp was when 
my patrol decided for mess up day we would wrap ourselves and the campsite in clingfilm, 
we loosened all of our tent guys, messed up the store tent and left the camp in a right 
state (we did clean up after), all in the aim of getting a 0/100 in inspection, (we got a 
2/100!).  Another good memory about camp this year was the activities at night. I went to 
the open mic night, neon party, pirate party and ceilidh. The neon party was an                 
experience, everyone had neon face paints on and all had full neon outfits on 
(you could not miss us).  As the iconic tunes started blasting the mosh pits 
opened up and it was  mayhem. The pirate party started the same way but 
soon the mosh pits got shut down as the 
satellite campers were getting crushed, it 
was still a good night none the less. The 
most memorable night of camp was the 
closing ceremony, where everyone lights a 
candle whilst round the campfire , that was 
very sentimental and had some in tears. 
Overall I have made some lifelong       
friendships and I would 100% recommend 
going to Blair Atholl to any scout who is 
able to go!  

Zara  



Blair Atholl is not just for the Explorers though, Scouts get a chance to experience the event too with a Satellite Camp over the 

middle weekend.  This goes to a ballot every year as its sooooo popular but we were lucky enough to get some spaces.  13 

Scouts together with Greasy (Scout Leader), Dave (Asst Explorer Leader), Julie (Group Secretary) and Erin (Group Active       

Support) attended and got to enjoy some activities and taking part in the Country Fair, as well as joining in the Scouts Own 

parade and the Pirate Party. 

Day 1 - we all got up had something to eat and got ready for the day.  We had flag break then 
we got to pick an activity each.  There was circus skills, cheer and dance, fishing, radio Blair 
and lots more.  After we got back we chilled for a bit, had something to eat before we went to 
visit the Country Fair.  At the Fair there was load, to do loads to eat and loads to see.  It was 
really fun to get to see all the different food from different countries and see all the stuff  
people have made.  After the Country Fair we headed back to our camp site and went in to 
Pitlochry for dinner. When we got back we had our satellite camp fire.  Then after the satellite 
camp fire we had the big international camp fire with the all jamborette campers as well as 
the satellite campers.  It was soo busy but so fun, I didn't see one person not having fun in 
that moment.  After the main camp fire was finished it was nearly time for bed we just chilled 
and started settling down for the night.                                                                                                   
Day 2- We got up for the day, started with having breakfast and getting for Scouts Own at the 
castle. Me and Moya were holding the flags when we walked to the castle and it was really 
fun getting to do it for my first time.  When we got to the castle the flag people went at the 
front, together with all the overseas flags and everyone else was in front, it was really fun to 
get to see everyone doing the act thing at the front.  Holding the flag was a really fun         
experience for me and I enjoyed it a lot even if it was a bit heavy a times.  After scouts own 
we just chilled in till the bqq.  At the bqq they had burgers, sausages, salad kinda stuff and a 
lot more, the food was amazing I enjoyed it a lot. After we had food we had to get ready for 
the Pirate Party.   The Pirate Party was so fun, there was so many people up dancing, singing 
and having fun. Blair is one of the best camps I’ve been to and I made so much memorys.            
Christina  

Mark - Bushcraft                                                                              

Owen - Team Lead Samba Drums                                  

Callum - Watersports                                                            

Arran - Sports Team                                                          

Edie - Lawn Bowls                                                                       

Matthew - Bushcraft                                                         

Aaron - Mountain Biking                                                                 

Craig - Dungeons & Dragons                                                       

Team 40th BA 2022 

Eilidh - Team Lead Gorge Walk                                          

Kenny - QM/Food                                                              

Debbie - Admin                                                                   

Alan - Wellbeing                                                               

Laura - Castle Tours                                                           

Hazel - Team Lead Dungeons & Dragons                                      

Steph - Team Lead Admin                                                            

Mag - Fishing                                                                       

Lorna -Kastle Kurrents/Newspaper  



Tonkawa  

Troop 
The Scouts kicked off the new term with a games night and a bit of programme planning.    

A night of fire lighting practise and making Tonka’s* followed.  Some of the Tonka’s were 

actually edible!  A night of bike maintenance and practise with maps and route planning 

was followed up with a 14 (ish) mile cycle along the Dunfermline to Alloa cycle path and a 

hike to the Hill of Beath. It was a cracking night for a cycle and the sun shone, but the hike 

started out a wee bit on the wet side with a massive downpour just as they left the hall, but the sun did eventually show 

face towards the end.   An evening practising lashings and making cat-

apults to fire beanbags turned into a   heated 

competition as did the archery when we bor-

rowed the Beavers soft archery sets.  Special 

mention to Kyle for missing completely and 

getting the highest up the wall and to those 

who managed to hit the gold.  

We even had a trick shot with                        

an arrow being fired right 

through the carry handle hole.   

Well done to the Gibb Patrol, after a brilliant weekend of camping, 

they brought home the Gibb Bugle for the fourth year in a row.  

After a couple of years out it was great to see that the camping 

standards were top notch from start to finish. 

A Ready, Steady, Cook challenge was taken on 

by the Scouts, they got really creative as usual 

and some meals turned out better than others. 

The Scouts have continued to meet, when possible, during the holidays and 13 have taken part in the Blair Atholl Satellite 

camp.  They have had to sort out tents, cooking kit and the mess tents then help put it all away again after it had dried out.  

They have played games, had a water fight and played rounders until it got too dark to see the ball! 



Group Executive Committee 

*Tonka  Our version of a bacon and egg roll.  Some of you will remember making these during one of our lockdown Camp at 

Home events.  Here are the instructions  

You need a bread roll, one egg 

and a slice of bacon 

Carefully, crack the egg so it goes 

inside the roll 

Pinch off a small circle of the 

crust 

Carefully, without poking a hole, 

squash/remove the bread inside 

The egg should fit safely inside 

the roll 

Place the bread roll in the centre 

of your square of foil  

Create a chamber inside the roll 

Wrap the foil around the roll 

Place the wide part of the bacon 

over the top of the roll 
Put the circle of crust back on top 

of the roll to seal in the egg 

Wrap the rest round the roll 

If you are making more than one, do something different with the tin foil so you know which one is yours.  

They are best cooked on the embers of a fire, or can be done on BBQ coals too.  Keep turning them so they 

cook evenly.    You can also bake them in the oven but you are on your own with that one. 

ENJOY!! 

We hope you have had a great summer break and now looking forward to getting back to normal. 

The Executive committee have been looking at various plans for the remainder of the year.  Accounts have been prepared and 
submitted and will be shared at our AGM once audited.  It has been great to see activities taking place, including camping for  
which we have now invested in some new patrol tents which should be enjoyed soon.  In terms of our special projects here are 
some updates: 

Powmill Bothy restoration – the materials have now been approved to purchase and we should be looking to start repairs in the 
coming weeks.  Keep an eye out on our facebook page if you would like to come help repair and paint so that the bothy can be 
used for many many more years of enjoyment. 

50th Birthday celebrations – a reminder of some fun dates for your diary  

Friday 26th August – Sponsored Walk from 6pm – look forward to seeing many of you there and seeing all your fundraising 
efforts.  This will go towards some other much needed equipment 

Friday 23rd September – Group Camp – through to Sunday 25th this will be for all and some great fun filled activities planned, 
more information to follow in the next week or so. 

Sunday 2nd October – Join us at the Scout Hall 3pm-5pm for family Quiz afternoon.  There will also be a raffle and some great 
prizes on offer. 

Saturday 26th November – Family Ceilidh night (children must be accompanied by an Adult) to be held at the British Legion in 
Dunfermline, to celebrate in style with a good fun night for all. 

As things are returning to normal we are always looking for volunteers to support the group and give people opportunities to 
share their skills to help with the group.  If you would like to get involved please let your leaders know or contact me, Lesleyanne 
on latufft@hotmail.com.  No time is too little, we usually meet monthly and share ideas on how to support the group and always 
looking for support.  I personally get a lot out of this and happy to pay back to the group for all the great experiences my     
daughter had and still has with the 40th !!! 

And finally we have been applying for a few grants to help improve our hall so as we move these forward well keep you posted. 

Lesleyanne 

mailto:latufft@hotmail.com


                                                       We are always looking for new leaders!   

                                                        Speak to any leader & find out how YOU CAN HELP US 

Volunteering for Scouting is easier that you think.  Whether you can help 

us out weekly, spare an hour a month or a day a year, we have plenty 

opportunities both behind the scenes and working with young people.   

With full support and training you can experience the fun, friendship and 

adventure of scouting for yourself, all on a flexible basis.  Please speak to any leader if you or someone 

you know can help.  We would especially like to hear from anyone who can assist with our Beaver    

Colonies!  Monday or Wednesday, both would benefit greatly from additional help. 

Vacancies 

Assistant Section Leaders 

Squirrels (Fridays)  

Beavers (Monday & 

Wednesday) 

Section Leader 

Beavers (Wednesday) 
The above are the sections that have the      

greatest need at present 

Team player? Love supporting young people? Great at 
planning? Most of our volunteers work directly with young 
people aged 6-18 through our Squirrel, Beaver, Cub, Scout 
and Explorer groups, known as sections – helping young 
people gain skills for life through activities and adventures. 

Working in teams, they might: 

• Welcome young people and families to sessions and 
events 

• Make sure everyone's safe, supported, included and having fun  

• Help to plan and lead activities 

• Get involved with days out, camps and expeditions  

• Share and learn skills – from coding to cake decorating to canoeing  

• Celebrate young people's achievements big and small  
No previous experience with young people? No problem. Whether you'd 
like to help out week-after-week or whenever-you-can, we provide training, 
learning opportunities and cups of tea – every step of the way. 



SKYE PACK 

We took part in Jambore on the Trail 

this year up at Townhill Loch &    

Townhill Woods where we were 

joined by the Squirrels on their walk. 

Was great to see them out and about 

enjoying themselves. Cubs also took 

part in a Scavenger Hunt while out 

walking which was to find different nature items including something fuzzy 

and two kinds of seeds. The trip was finished by a play at the park in  

Skye Cubs began our term working towards parts of our Outdoor and   

Adventure Challenges, as well as our Pioneer badge. Cubs built shelters 

using tarps and  bamboo canes, catapults using canes and elastic bands as 

well as learning about how to pitch tents and how to prepare for a hike. 

Our next adventure was a camp outside the Scout Hall in Limekilns. We 

were very lucky that the rain stayed off for us to have a sandcastle 

building competition and some games on the beach. We are all proud 

of our Cubs as this was the first outdoor camp for most of them—well 

done all! 

We continued to work on our knots and lashings for our Pioneer badge 

and started our Cub Scout Challenge where Cubs earn different colour 

beads for completing different knots and tasks.  

17 sporty Cubs completed their Athletics badge on evening by taking 

part in running, jumping and throwing events. Great sportsmanship 

showed by everyone involved. We also completed our Cyclist badge 

(minus me due to slight accident) with Cubs showing that they can 

safely ride a bike and learning how to fix punctures etc. 

We finished off the term with a visit to Fordell Firs with Cubs having 

fun on the grass sledges and sumo suits. We will get the Caving next 

time we go!! 

Here’s to more adventures next term! 

Laura 
Other news: 

We should hopefully have a new contact with a Cub Pack in upstate New 

York (thanks Blair Athol). We will share more this coming term. 



Our Environmental project  

BADGE SEWING SERVICES   

Suggested donations remain at 50p per badge and funds will be 

supporting attendance at the next World  Jamboree in 2023. Please 

hand your uniform & badges, clearly marked with your child's name, 

to any of the leaders who will contact me to arrange collection & 

drop off.             Thank you for your support!         Lorna  

Come and check out our archive page!   

More photos being added regularly.  Were you a member in 

your younger days?   

See if you can spot yourself in one of our Camp and activity 

photos and videos!   

Spread the word and tag anyone you know 

It was the McKenzie beavers turn to get involved with our 
conservation project. Assisted by parents they planted a  
number of field maples to help improve the area.  Thanks 
again to Alexandra from Fife Coast and Countryside Trust.   
The Arran Pack were also out, carrying out a litter pick.    
Great work! 

The coming months will see loads of activity as we begin to 
prepare for our wild flower meadow and start to clear some 
of the dead and damaged trees. 



The Explorers have been busy with outdoor activities, usually involving food somewhere or other. 

There was a two week session on baking with the explorers making pies, puddings and breads in the cast-iron Dutch  
ovens on the fire. There were steak pies, apple pies, apple crumble, calzones and chocolate-filled muffins.  

The unit also spent time canoeing at Lochore meadows with a post-paddle barbecue followed by another BBQ at 
Aberdour Silver Sands a week later to mark the end of term. 

July saw the focus on Blair Atholl jamborette which will be    
covered elsewhere. 

At the start of August we returned to the 
Fringe in Edinburgh for the first time since COVID. 

The explorers chose the shows for the day and we set off round 
Edinburgh a One-man War of the Worlds done on a micro-
budget with hoover hoses for alien’s legs and toilet roll tubes 

for space ship but it was clever and funny. There was a 
straight drama which was...challenging and a bit hard 
to make sense of. We then saw a comedy/beatbox/
rap/sketch show that was very funny and has been 
voted as one of the best of the fringe. An improvised 
Dr Who show where the Doctor visited Govan in    
Glasgow and stopped a nuclear reactor from going 
critical by using alien farts and helped an alien wedding 
go smoothly. Finally we headed off for a completely 
improvised musical based on audience suggestions, a 
very very funny but very weird and twisted sequel to 
the Little mermaid. 

It was a great day out and only a few people managed 
to get lost despite clear directions,GPS, sat nav and 
phones. 

The Summer holidays will be ending soon and so we will be returning back to whatever passes for normal for Ex-
plorers and back to camping, hiking, DofE and probably some food along the way. 



McKenzie Beaver 

Colony 

We made rain sticks and drums. 

We visited the Fife Cycle Track and got creative with Lego We hunted bugs and a frog 

Hello to new 
beavers Emily, 
Maxwell, Millie 
and Helena .  
Goodbye & 
Good Luck to 
Isabella and 
Gordon who 
moved onto  
Arran Pack 

The session finished with a BBQ and play on the beach and in the 
water, some fully clothed! 

A big thank you to our leaders, young leaders and parent helpers for your 
continued assistance.                                                                                           
Alan 

The McKenzie beavers have been busy working on several badges, 

Creative, Health and Fitness, Camp Craft and Entertainer, and        

challenge awards, Skills, Teamwork and World.    

The first night back saw us playing wide games, this was followed by some 

teamwork and problem solving games, moving water across the burn and 

creating some challenge courses. 

The Beavers played some games and took part in activities to explorer their own and 

others behaviours, they have also learned about making fires and roasted some    

sausages and marshmallows. 



Journey 

 to the  

Jamboree 

We have been given a sneak peek at what the units camp sites will look like, 2 person tents and covered dining areas. 

They have also confirmed 172 countries will be represented. 

The next big weekend for all of us is happening in September, where all the Scottish Units will be camping together at 

Fordell and will be joined by most of the Scottish International Support Team members.  We will report back and let 

you know how it went in the next issue. 

Competition Time! 
We have hidden a load of 40th related words in this grid, once you think you have found them all, drop your entry into 

the box in the office.  Remember to add your name & section.   Closing date 31/8/2022 
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